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 10     CONCLUSION: URANIUM IN AFRICA 

 Uranium was not born nuclear. It was not born nuclear in the US or 
Europe, where ceramic and glass manufacturers first used it as a coloring 
agent. Nor in Madagascar, where villagers in the Androy used it as weights 
for fishing lines and ammunition for slingshots. Nor in South Africa, where 
gold mine operators initially discarded it as waste. Used to color ceramics 
in the US, fashioned into weights for fishing lines in Madagascar, and 
discarded from South African gold mines as waste, uranium began its life 
among humans as a metal of marginal value. Even in the bedrock of 
Gabon, where highly concentrated uranium sparked a self-sustaining fission 
reaction 2 billion years ago, it did not achieve  nuclearity  — an expression of 
technopolitical power, a product of social and cultural contestation. 

 Nor did uranium, once it became nuclear, remain so once and for all. 
The apocalyptic fever that followed the explosions over Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, the fervor for salvation precipitated by  “ Atoms for Peace, ”  the 
clarity of the world order fantasized by the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty, the horror triggered by the prospect of  “ rogue ”  nuclear weapons: 
all this certainly makes nuclearity  seem  self-evident, automatic, indisputable 
and immutable. There is no doubt — none whatsoever — that we could 
destroy humanity by detonating a few hundred atomic bombs, or that even 
one explosion would kill thousands of people and bring buildings and 
infrastructures crashing down. Nor is there any doubt that nuclear power 
plants have provided electricity to millions, or that spent nuclear fuel will 
remain radioactive for millennia, or that medical isotopes can diagnose and 
treat diseases, or that radon daughters can cause cancer.  

 on facing page: Uranium worker in Niger, 2005. (Pierre Verdy/AFP/Getty Images, 
used with permission) 
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 No doubt. Yet as this book has shown, none of this, in fact, makes 
nuclearity self-evident. Let ’ s review what we ’ ve learned, and explore some 
contemporary implications. 

 NUCLEARITY REQUIRES WORK 

 Nuclearity requires instruments and data, technological systems and infra-
structures, national agencies and international organizations, experts and 
conferences, journals and media exposure. When (and where) nuclearity is 
densely distributed among these elements, it can offer a means of claiming 
expertise, compensation, or citizenship. It can serve as a framework for 
making sense of history, experience, and memory. When (and where) 
network elements are absent, weak, or poorly connected, nuclearity falters, 
fades, or disappears altogether, failing to provide a resource for people 
claiming remediation or treatment. 

 As we saw throughout part II, the nuclearity of uranium mines in 
Madagascar, Gabon, South Africa, and Namibia had to be uniquely made 
in each place, overcoming resistance that was sometimes systemic, other 
times strategic. Nuclearity, if it emerged at all, was often fractured and 
lumpy. Its temporal and spatial unevenness was wrought by variations in 
the pace and pattern of decolonizations, the waxing and waning of Cold 
War logics, and the very nature of radiation, which lingered in soil and 
water and human bodies long after industrial activities had ceased. Even 
partial nuclearity depended on regional connections, national politics, and 
transnational networks. It also, simultaneously, required local work. Once 
established, it could dissolve over time. Nuclearity requires maintenance. 

 Achieving and maintaining nuclearity depended, in part, on the willing-
ness and capacity of states to exert sovereignty in nuclear terms. The ability 
of people to use these terms to make citizenship and health claims also 
mattered. As we ’ ve seen, there were considerable variations on these points 
among different African states as well as within them. The Malagasy state 
did not have time to consider nuclearity as a tool of statecraft. Uranium 
operations there were too minor to garner attention, shutting down within 
a few years of independence. Niger ’ s President Diori sought to put a price 
on nuclear exceptionalism in order to increase state revenues, but he was 
ultimately foiled by political upheaval. Gabon ’ s President Bongo was happy 
to capitalize on the desire of Iran and other states for nuclearity, but in 
his dealings with France he found it more useful to treat uranium as a 
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banal commodity. The Gabonese state, furthermore, displayed little inclina-
tion to regulate workplace conditions in nuclear terms. As a result, it took 
decades for workers to find ways of using nuclearity to make citizenship 
claims, and the success of those claims remains very much in doubt. 

 South Africa ’ s apartheid leaders embraced nuclearity as a tool of diplo-
macy, but not as a means of regulating radiation risk. Nuclearity served 
both the Namibian liberation struggle and R ö ssing ’ s labor union in the 
wake of independence. But it backfired as a technopolitical tool by nar-
rowing workers ’  options rather than increasing them. As we saw in chapter 
9, this had to do partly with the structures of scientific knowledge produc-
tion and partly with the unwillingness of the postcolonial state to confront 
one of its largest economic engines. Another factor, as we ’ ll see shortly, 
was the challenge of building independent regulatory capacity when 
the only local source of expertise lay with current or former R ö ssing 
employees. 

 Establishing exposure standards requires expertise, as does effective 
enforcement. Revolving doors between industries and their regulators exist 
all over the world. In countries with large scientific, technological, and 
legal infrastructures, the problems this poses for effective regulation can be 
mitigated to varying extents by independent experts and courts. We saw 
an example in South Africa when a small group of determined outsiders 
succeeded in building a nuclear regulatory system that, albeit imperfect, 
included mines. 

 Infrastructures in the other African countries we visited, however, did 
not match those in South Africa. Heavy reliance on uranium to power 
these nations ’  economies (and often line the pockets of their leaders) lends 
these impediments to regulatory capacity even greater weight. Such chal-
lenges are by no means confined to uranium. They permeate the regulation 
of extractive industries throughout Africa, shaping the practices of gover-
nance and the limits of citizenship.  1   Understanding and confronting these 
challenges, however, requires attending to the particularities of time and 
place. History matters. 

 THE CHALLENGE OF GOVERNANCE 

 Uranium communities in Niger have discovered all this in recent years 
through Aghir In ’ Man, a local NGO headed by Almoustapha Alhacen, an 
employee of the Soma ï r uranium mine. Understanding the importance of 
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visibility, Alhacen invited French NGOs to Arlit in 2003 to measure radia-
tion levels wherever they could. In market stalls, they found radioactive 
scrap metal. At community taps, they found contaminated water. Alhacen 
called attention to suspicious invisibilities such as retired workers suffering 
from ill-defined diseases, and to the curious absence of  any  cancers from 
mine hospital reports. 

 Areva insisted that  “ cancers are extremely rare. During 40 years of 
mining, not one case has been detected that was thought to have been 
caused by exposure to ionizing radiation. Cancer is an illness found mainly 
in Western countries with elevated pollution levels and high consumption 
of rich food, tobacco and alcohol. ”   2   Locals, however, did not see cancer 
as a disease of the developed world. They feared that  “ elevated pollution 
levels ”  existed right under their feet. Like workers in Gabon and Namibia, 
Nig é riens suspected that medical doctors employed by the mine had 
neither the inclination nor the expertise to find occupational diseases. 
More NGOs were formed. Tchinaghen is currently allied with the ongo-
ing Tuareg rebellion, which demands a share of uranium wealth. ROTAB 
focuses on issues of financial transparency and accountability. 

 In December 2009, a French television documentary on the health 
effects of uranium mining prominently featured Niger. Greenpeace Inter-
national subsequently reported numerous instances of rogue radioactivity 
in the desert towns that supported the two gigantic Nig é rien mines. Areva 
had closed one well and removed contaminated scrap metal from the 
markets of Arlit and Akokan after NGOs first raised the alert in 2003 – 04. 
But Greenpeace scientists found high levels of alpha radiation and uranium 
in some remaining wells. In Arlit, water used to dampen unpaved roads 
for protection against high desert winds left uranium residues. Waste rock 
used in road and building construction contributed to elevated radiation 
levels. The supply of contaminated scrap seemed endless. The 2010 Green-
peace report quoted one Arlit resident who described the quotidian strate-
gies for coping with poverty by refashioning mine trash into daily 
necessities: 

 People buy scrap metal here to cover the houses and certain materials are used 
domestically: they sell carts, ploughs. . . . All this is done with the scrap from the 
mine! Axes, knives. . . . A lot of things are made right here! . . . This is the cover 
of a soda barrel that comes from the sulphuric acid workshop at Soma ï r. Here, in 
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town, people use it to collect water. They bring this downtown and sell it to 
women [who] then boil the water for washing.  3   

 Greenpeace couldn ’ t resist a conspiratorial explanation for France ’ s 
search for uranium in Africa.  “ One of the original incentives, ”  it asserted, 
 “ was the growing concern over health in France. ”  The report quoted the 
conviction of one Arlit resident that  “ the white men, when they were 
here, they knew. ”   4   It did not mention that uranium mining had continued 
in France and that French employees in both the metropole and 
Africa had also fallen sick.  5   In reducing Arlit ’ s history to racist neo-
colonialism, the report missed the transnational implications of struggles 
over occupational health compensation in France, where experts, labor, 
and civil society organizations battle to broaden the scope of  Tableau 6 , 
the schedule of radiation-induced occupational diseases eligible for 
compensation. 

 In Gabon, Areva touts a compensation scheme that serves as both his-
torical accounting and future promise. In July 2010 the company ’ s chief 
medical officer, Alain Acker, explained to the weekly  Jeune Afrique  that 
before mounting Mounana ’ s health observatory the company had to 
catalog the treatments and patient outcomes for all diseases encountered 
at the COMUF hospital since the 1950s.  “ We also identified all the former 
mineworkers who are still alive, over 1000 people, their living conditions, 
and the exposure that they received, ”  Acker continued, suggesting that 
Areva  had  kept all such records. So, asked  Jeune Afrique , how would workers 
be compensated in case of contamination?  “ If diseases appear that are 
linked  in a certain and direct manner  to the exploitation of the mine, ”  Acker 
replied,  “ we commit ourselves to bearing the costs following the French 
model for occupational disease compensation. ”   6   According to Areva, cau-
sality is readily determined, and metropolitan models of occupational 
disease compensation are generous, fair, and accessible. 

 However inadvertently, NGOs working in Africa risk nurturing these 
fantasies with facile invocations of neo-colonialism and simplistic opposi-
tions between black and white health. That  nuclearity  often discriminates 
along axes of class, race, and geography becomes abundantly clear when 
we view it as a category through which power relations are constituted 
and refracted.  Radiation , however, doesn ’ t discriminate. Just ask the families 
of white workers who tried to sue R ö ssing in British courts, or former 
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French employees of Soma ï r, Cominak, or COMUF who are currently 
claiming compensation.  7   

 Greenpeace ’ s 2010 Niger report couldn ’ t resist repeating the punch 
line from its other campaigns:  “ Dangerous and dirty nuclear power has no 
role in our sustainable energy future. ”  We might recall the words of R ö ss-
ing ’ s Harry Hoabeb from chapter 9:  “ This Greenpeace,  neh ? You go to 
Greenpeace, they will tell you another story. ”  And his colleague ’ s caution: 
 “ Once you start getting involved with external people — what do they 
want? . . . You get help and whether it means something to you in the 
end you [are] not sure. ”  In northern Niger, electricity is a privilege, and 
the extreme vulnerability of people and ecosystems render tensions 
between economic development, public health, and environmental 
degradation particularly acute. The Greenpeace dream of a global non-
nuclear future probably has little resonance there. It ’ s very unlikely that 
Soma ï r and Cominak workers would choose to shut the mines down 
altogether. 

 Nevertheless, local and international NGOs  are  serving to build the 
nuclearity of Niger ’ s uranium mines. They supply instruments, experts, and 
media that can help make nuclearity politically, economically, and medi-
cally useful for everyday Nig é riens. For instance, Areva responded to the 
Greenpeace report by initiating a radiation survey of Arlit to identify 
contaminated dwellings. It also launched a program to control dust by 
paving the town ’ s streets.  8    Yet nuclearity in Niger remains fragile, its power 
uncertain. Then there ’ s the problem of accountability, and the related 
problem of regulation. Niger typically ranks at the bottom of the UN ’ s 
development index (182nd out of 182 in 2009, right below war-torn 
Afghanistan). Under these conditions, fashioning a robust regulatory system 
with the necessary complement of experts, instruments, and laboratories 
presents colossal challenges. 

 In Niger, obstacles to building regulatory capacity are compounded by 
widespread corruption. For decades, most observers agree, uranium reve-
nues flowed primarily into fancy buildings in Niamey and the private bank 
accounts of government officials. Under these circumstances, can  any  
Nig é rien state agency maintain the independence required for credible 
expertise? Consider, furthermore, that Niger ’ s Centre national de la radio-
protection (CNRP), a state regulatory body for radiological hazards, was 
not established until 1998 — three decades after the creation of the Soma ï r. 
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Over a decade later, one of its officials apparently told Greenpeace that 
the CNRP still didn ’ t possess instruments that could measure radon levels. 
Anticipating that two (two!) such detectors would arrive soon, he expressed 
faith in the expertise and transparency of radiation protection at the 
mines.  9   

 How much leverage can nuclearity offer in a place regularly ravaged 
by drought and famine?  “ Participatory ”  processes and institutions can make 
radiation exposure and other health problems visible and actionable. But 
they also run the risk of foreclosing discussion by generating overly narrow 
research, creating an illusion of adequate stakeholder representation. Recall 
from chapter 7 the agreement signed by Areva, Sherpa, and M é decins du 
Monde to create health observatories overseen by a pluralist group of 
experts in Gabon and Niger. Neither Sherpa nor MdM has in its ranks 
people with the nuclear expertise to inform and verify the work per-
formed by the observatories. Nor does the pluralist group include anyone 
sensitive to local power dynamics. 

 The observatory arrangements allow state officials rather than labor 
unions or local civil society to represent workers and residents. Yet Mou-
nana residents still mistrust the state and the radioactivity measurements 
generated by its radiation protection board.  10   They obtained a modest 
victory in March 2011 when Areva agreed to demolish 200 radon-infused 
houses. But the resumption of uranium prospecting in southeastern Gabon 
leads area residents to suspect renewed collusion between the corporation 
and the state. Until tensions over knowledge production and public rep-
resentation are addressed, any nuclearity produced by the observatories is 
unlikely to have significant political, medical, or economic utility for 
workers and communities. 

 Similar dilemmas confront Madagascar, which was not part of the 
agreement between Areva and French NGOs. Uranium exploration has 
resumed there too. In 2007 – 08, a survey reported elevated radiation levels 
in and around the sites abandoned four decades earlier by the CEA. 
Unsurprisingly, the Ministry of Energy and Mines had not known of the 
high levels because the Malagasy state had no involvement in uranium 
extraction in the 1960s. The old quarries are now filled with water, which 
local residents drink. The team  “ strongly recommended ”  prohibiting 
human use of the water and instituting a monitoring program.  11   In the 
wake of intense political upheaval and several deadly tropical storms, it ’ s 
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hard to imagine contaminated water in a still-marginal part of the country 
receiving much attention. 

 Namibia now faces new challenges posed by the massive expansion of 
its uranium industry and by its declared intention to open a nuclear power 
plant around 2025. In late 2005, R ö ssing refurbished its operations and 
opened a new quarry. The following year, the Australian company Paladin 
opened a mine 50 kilometers south of R ö ssing in the Namib Naukluft 
Park. Areva has joined the action with its Trekkopje mine, and others are 
in line to follow suit. These companies have banded together to form a 
national Uranium Institute  “ dedicated to the safe and environmentally 
friendly exploration and mining of uranium in Namibia. ”  Another tag line 
declares:  “ We are protecting the Namibian Uranium Brand. ”   12   Russia, for 
one, sees considerable promise in that brand. In May 2010, Russian presi-
dent Dmitri Medvedev and Namibian president Hifikepunye Pohamba 
agreed on an investment of up to a billion dollars. Resurrecting Cold War, 
anti-imperial geographies, both heads of state invoked Soviet support of 
SWAPO as they signed.  13   

 Debates over the form and substance of Namibian nuclearity are in full 
swing. The prospect of nuclear power prompted the Namibian state to 
appoint its first Atomic Energy Board in February 2009. Chaired by Wotan 
Swiegers, R ö ssing ’ s former medical doctor, the new board intends to 
discuss the  “ advanced application of nuclear technology ”  in Namibia and 
issue recommendations concerning radiation protection. Following the 
IAEA ’ s example, however, the corresponding legislation specifically 
excluded uranium ore from its definition of  “ nuclear materials. ”  Licenses 
for uranium mines remain under the purview of the mining ministry, 
while environmental management falls to the Ministry of Environment 
and Tourism. Legal experts draw attention to the disjointed character of 
this regulatory system, which have led to ministerial overlaps in some 
domains, and absence of oversight in others.  14   Activists for Earthlife 
Namibia and its South African counterpart insist that  “ the continued treat-
ment of uranium mining like any other mining activity is problematic ”  
and call for legislation specifically dedicated to regulating uranium.  15   

 Both within and outside Namibia, uranium production has caught the 
attention of civil society. In 2008, the Namibian Labour Resource and 
Research Institute (LaRRI) published a report on legislative control and 
occupational health in uranium mining. Apparently unable to interview 
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employees of Paladin ’ s new mine, LaRRI focused on R ö ssing. The workers 
cited in the report praised the company ’ s safety record but made clear that 
they mistrusted its doctors and harbored suspicions about long-term health 
effects. Unverified stories still circulated about high rates of diseases among 
retired R ö ssing workers. One employee suspected that the company 
offered early retirement to sick workers, who then learned of their illnesses 
only after independent medical consultations. A union representative 
echoed laments about the difficulty of linking diseases to uranium expo-
sure:  “ How can we give proof? What was reported by Dr Zaire is crucial 
information, which nobody wants to come forward to say if it is true. ”   16   
The LaRRI report described neither Zaire ’ s work nor the subsequent 
verification study, painting instead a picture of occupational health con-
cerns that had not changed in three decades. 

 These ahistorical narratives remind us of the complexity and fragility 
of nuclearity ’ s distribution. The lingering echoes of Zaire ’ s report represent 
the hope that nuclearity will lead to better conditions, more transparency, 
and post-employment compensation. Overlooking the conflict and limita-
tions generated by Zaire ’ s work and the genuine improvement of working 
conditions since the 1970s, however, makes it easy to forget that, without 
a national medical infrastructure to generate occupational health data, the 
power of nuclearity to facilitate such outcomes is limited. Nuclearity has 
to be actively maintained and updated in order to offer any sort of trac-
tion. Workers, even unionized ones, possess few resources to do so. 

 Unlike Greenpeace, LaRRI did not advocate abolishing nuclear power. 
Workers, it explained, were  “ not anti development, nor do they want to 
see themselves and their loved ones languishing in poverty. ”  Rather, 
Namibia needed to ensure that companies displayed  “ more honesty and 
transparency . . . on issues of radiation. ”  One worker suggested legislation 
that would place a 20-year cap on employment in uranium mines and 
ensure full medical coverage thereafter. Another proposed routinizing com-
pensation claims. LaRRI itself called for improvements in tailings disposal. 
Such measures were  “ especially crucial if Namibia is to become one of 
the top uranium producers in the world. All eyes will be on Namibia, 
because an evaluation of a country ’ s performance can be judged on how 
a country treats the most vulnerable. ”   17   

 Other African countries have only just embarked upon their uranium 
adventures. Malawi ’ s first uranium mine opened in 2009. Plans are 
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underway for mines in the Central African Republic, Mali, Tanzania, and 
Zambia. The challenges of robust technopolitical governance in these 
countries have barely begun. 

 PRICING THE URANIUM BOOM 

 The driving force behind the African uranium boom, of course, is demand. 
More precisely, expectations of demand. By the turn of the century, the 
market devices traced in chapter 2 — the OECD Red Books, the Nuexco 
spot price, and others — had become well-entrenched forecast engines. 
They predicted that existing mines would not meet long-term reactor 
requirements once stockpiles of yellowcake were drawn down. But skittish 
investors, skeptical about the future of nuclear power, proved reluctant to 
finance mine development. When I visited the R ö ssing mine in early 2004, 
the spot price of uranium oxide — by then firmly entrenched as an indica-
tor throughout the industry — hovered around $16 per pound. That was 
up from $7 in 2000, but still alarmingly low. There was talk of closing the 
mine. Workers worried about losing their jobs. 

 Then concerns about climate change coalesced. The nuclear industry 
embraced global warming as an apocalyptic scenario with enough prob-
ability and immediacy to trump nuclear exceptionalism. The industry 
offered visions of a  “ nuclear renaissance ”  free of greenhouse gases. Nuclear 
power began to seduce African governments: Ghana, Niger, Nigeria, 
Senegal, Sudan, and others expressed desire for nuclear reactors to address 
energy needs.  18   The industry projected exponential growth worldwide. 
French president Nicolas Sarkozy made nuclear power a linchpin of 
France ’ s foreign policy, signing nuclear cooperation agreements with China, 
Libya, Morocco, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and others. 

 Currently engaged in a massive expansion of its nuclear power program, 
China needs some 10,000 tons of uranium oxide to attain its 2020 target.  19   
In stepping up uranium exploration to meet this demand, Chinese com-
panies have targeted Niger, Namibia, and Zimbabwe, as well as Mongolia, 
Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan. The broader Chinese challenge to French 
economic dominance in Francophone Africa has led some commentators 
to pronounce the death of  la Fran ç afrique  and the birth of  la Chinafrique .  20   
But China is not the only country eyeing African resources. India, Japan, 
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and Canada have also invested heavily in new uranium projects. Many in 
Africa ’ s political elites relish this competition. 

 In Niger, Chinese companies landed in the middle of the struggle 
between Tuareg rebels and the national government over resources and 
rights in the north. In July 2007, the main Tuareg rebel group, the Mou-
vement des Nig é riens pour la Justice (MNJ), kidnapped a Chinese uranium 
executive and accused his company of financing the government ’ s weapons 
purchases. A few weeks later, Nig é rien president Mamadou Tandja accused 
Areva of financing the MNJ and expelled its head of operations. Areva 
denied supporting the MNJ, which had attacked its outposts and employ-
ees.  21   As the situation simmered down, an emboldened Tandja demanded 
higher yellowcake prices from Areva. His government awarded the company 
a license to mine an enormous new deposit at Imouraren, much to the 
chagrin of the company ’ s Chinese competitors. Although he met with 
greater success manipulating uranium production than Diori had in the 
1970s, Tandja himself ultimately fell to a coup d ’  é tat in February 2010. 

 Areva continues to control most of Niger ’ s uranium production, though 
Chinese companies have made inroads. Somina, a joint venture with 
majority Chinese capital, has begun to mine the Azelik deposit in Niger ’ s 
Agadez region. Even before the first ton of uranium emerged from the 
ground, workers and NGOs protested low pay, bad housing, dangerous 
working conditions, and poor sanitation. According to one report, Azelik 
has become known throughout northern Niger as  “ Guantanamo. ”   22   As of 
this writing, no one has mentioned radiation there. 

 Oceans away, investors in North America, Europe, and Australia enthu-
siastically embraced uranium ’ s potential for profit. Fantasies about a  “ nuclear 
renaissance ”  began to push up the spot price. From $16 in January 2004, 
the price of a pound climbed to $26 in 2005, $37 in 2006, then $75 by 
January 2007. In May 2007, the New York Mercantile Exchange opened 
the first futures market for uranium. Had uranium finally become com-
pletely banal, traded on the same terms and in the same ways as any other 
commodity? In June 2007, the month after futures trading began, the spot 
price hit $136 per pound before tapering down to its 2010 low of about 
$40 per pound. 

 Wall Street traders salivated at the prospect of uranium futures. At long 
last, they crowed, there would be  “ liquidity in the uranium market ”  and 
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 “ visibility into pricing, ”  a promise particularly attractive to the non-
initiated.  23   Skeptical industry insiders, those who had created the market 
devices that managed visibility, saw the futures market as a challenge to 
their power. Futures contracts didn ’ t necessarily reflect the trading of 
physical uranium. They offered a way to hedge bets, not buy yellowcake 
directly. The CEO of TradeTech (Nuexco ’ s new incarnation) warned 
darkly that  “ the NYMEX futures market being purely a financial instru-
ment, it runs the danger of diverging significantly from the physical 
market. ”   24   A world in which uranium was as banal as the housing mort-
gages then being repackaged into derivatives and collateralized debt obliga-
tions seemed far indeed from the intricate politics of the northern Nig é rien 
desert. 

 The relationship between uranium ’ s  “ futures market ”  and its  “ physical 
market ”  remained murky to many observers. When the financial system 
crashed and it came to light that the bankrupt investment firm Lehman 
Brothers held 450,000 pounds of yellowcake among its unsold assets, few 
understood the significance. Nevertheless, the lead sentence in many media 
reports was guaranteed to attract attention: Lehman was  “ sitting on enough 
uranium cake to make a nuclear bomb. ”   25   Sensationalist, certainly. The 
yellowcake remained parked in the plants that had produced it. But the 
tag line signaled the enduring tensions between banality and exceptional-
ism. With escalating concerns over Iranian enrichment and the looming 
menace of  “ nuclear terrorism, ”  how could uranium — whether futures or 
actual yellowcake — be subject to such casual commerce? 

 The IAEA had already reconsidered its position on the (non)nuclearity 
of uranium mines and mills. As we ’ ve seen, early IAEA inspections were 
limited to verifying states ’  declarations concerning their  “ nuclear material 
and activities. ”  But in the early 1990s, revelations that inspections had 
missed secret Iraqi and North Korean weapons programs prompted the 
agency to expand its purview. Its 1997  “ Additional Protocol ”  specified a 
set of technopolitical practices intended to increase inspectors ’  ability to 
detect  undeclared  nuclear activities. Though by no means the primary 
targets of the new measures, uranium mines and yellowcake plants became 
subject to international oversight for the first time.  26   Adoption of the 
Additional Protocol remained voluntary, but a state subjecting itself to 
these more intrusive inspections gained a more definitive proclamation 
about the (non) existence of weapons programs or intentions. By 
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reformulating the parameters of nuclearity, inspections could better exon-
erate a nation from evil intentions.  27   

 TRIGGER LISTS, TERRORISM, AND TRAFFICKING 

 Published in 1974, the first  “ trigger list, ”  a catalog of things nuclear enough 
to activate safeguards and inspections, was brief. For instance, it mentioned 
isotope separation plants — a keystone of uranium enrichment — but offered 
only a general description of their components.  28   In the mid 1970s, 
enrichment plants were rare, the commercial potential of different designs 
subject to debate (as we saw in the case of South Africa). There was also 
the assumption that nuclear expertise belonged to the  “ first world. ”  Noting 
that Pakistan ’ s uranium enrichment plant was cleverly assembled from 
components obtained in many different countries, physicist David Albright 
writes that  “ minutely focused regulations were not considered [in the 
1970s] because, in part, of the first-world belief that third-world countries 
like Pakistan wouldn ’ t be able to construct a full-scale nuclear facility. ”   29   

 By the time of the Indian and Pakistani bomb tests in 1998, IAEA 
trigger lists devoted over 20 pages to itemizing plant components. The 
catalog included such items as shut-off valves and rotary shaft seals  “ espe-
cially designed ”  to handle uranium hexafluoride gas. It even specified the 
tolerances and diameters of such things.  30   This increased specificity, however, 
didn ’ t resolve much. Unless a nation signs an Additional Protocol requiring 
it to supply information on the location, status, and production output of 
uranium mines and yellowcake plants, the IAEA cannot legitimately 
demand more information and inspections. Niger signed one in 2004, the 
year after George W. Bush ’ s uranium-from-Africa claim. It came into force 
in May 2007, just as the MNJ had begun to translate Tuareg demands into 
uranium politics. Mine  inspections , however, remain a very low priority for 
the IAEA, which is perpetually strapped for funds. 

 The Additional Protocol may have re-nuclearized uranium mines in 
principle, but in practice yellowcake rarely counts as a  “ nuclear supply. ”  
Most tellingly, the trigger lists used by the Nuclear Suppliers Group con-
tinue to exclude yellowcake, saying only that  “ natural uranium . . . should 
be protected in accordance with prudent management practice. ”   31   The 
NSG clearly states that its primary purpose is to  “ facilitate the develop-
ment of trade, ”   32   in part by defining the boundaries between licit and 
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illicit transactions in light of the NPT regime. In the course of this bound-
ary work, the NSG arrogates for itself the right to make exceptions. For 
example, in 2008 its members  “ agreed to exempt India from its require-
ment that recipient countries have in place comprehensive IAEA safe-
guards covering all nuclear activities. ”   33   This renders nuclear sales to India 
legitimate despite the country ’ s abstinence from the NPT regime, enabling 
reactor component manufacturers in the US and Europe to profit from 
the Indian nuclear renaissance. Redrawing the contours of licit trade will 
doubtless prove essential for these manufacturers in the wake of the 2011 
Fukushima accidents, which will likely dampen nuclear power expansion 
in the US and some parts of Europe.    

 In any case, neither the Additional Protocol nor the NSG stopped 
Abdul Qadeer Khan, the metallurgist who ran Pakistan ’ s uranium enrich-
ment project and other systems related to nuclear weapons, from operating 
the largest and most successful nuclear smuggling operation in history. In 
2004, Khan confessed to selling nuclear weapons designs and materials to 
North Korea, Iraq, and Libya. Investigations revealed that his network 
included nodes in Switzerland, Malaysia, and South Africa. 

 In response to growing concerns about nuclear terrorism, political 
instruments aimed at curbing proliferation and securing  “ nuclear materials ”  
continue to multiply.  34   Notably, UN Security Council Resolution 1540 
 “ imposes binding obligations on all States to establish domestic controls 
to prevent the proliferation of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, 
and their means of delivery, including by establishing appropriate controls 
over related materials. ”   35   Adopted in 2004, UNSCR 1540 spawned a new 
set of committees and reporting structures. But national reports to the 
UN ’ s 1540 committee were anything but standardized at first. Reflecting 
the broad spectrum of legislation and capacity of the UN ’ s member states, 
early reports ran the gamut from long narratives generated by countries 
such as the US and France to the three sentences offered by Namibia, 
which boiled down to this:  “ Namibia does not produce weapons of mass 
destruction and therefore cannot provide material support to States or 
non-State actors to produce or obtain such weapons. ”   36   

 After the theft of 170 kilograms of uranium oxide from its Final 
Product Recovery section in September 2009, R ö ssing lost any sense of 
complacency. The company caught the perpetrators, who turned out to 
be FPR employees. This wasn ’ t the first attempted yellowcake theft at 
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R ö ssing. But this time the new geopolitics of terrorist threat led R ö ssing 
to request US help in tightening security measures. Among other things, 
the company reassured the US government that it had frozen dividend 
payments to Iran (which still holds 15 percent of the capital), and that it 
had not, would not send any uranium there.  37   

 Nevertheless, concern about the security of African uranium continues 
to build. In April 2010, an Associated Press story that was picked up by 
news outlets worldwide reported that most African uranium suppliers were 
not in compliance with UNSCR 1540.  38   African ore, the story warned, 
could end up in a  “ dirty bomb, ”  a device that uses ordinary explosives to 
spread radiological contamination.  39   Even worse, in the hands of  “ finan-
cially motivated smugglers ”  African ore could wind up in a  “ state with an 
illicit weapons program. ”  (Notice the tacit opposition between the purity 
of non-proliferation and the pollution of the profit motive.) A few months 
after the AP story, WikiLeaks released US embassy cables concerning alle-
gations that uranium ore — mined  “ artisanally ”  in Congolese sites aban-
doned a half-century earlier — was being sold on the black market. One 
embassy official commented that  “ all of Katanga Province could be said 
to be somewhat radioactive. ”   40   

 Based on the analysis presented throughout this book, we can see 
uranium trafficking as the profound systemic effect of historical struggles 
over nuclearity. From the form those struggles took in African places, we 
see the unevenness of nuclearity, the range of its meanings and manifesta-
tions, the tremendous disparities in priorities, needs, and capacities of dif-
ferent states. Trafficking betrays the risks of not treating uranium-bearing 
ore as a nuclear thing. The fact that even a handful of R ö ssing employees 
believed they could sell stolen yellowcake the way others might sell stolen 
diamonds or gold is a measure of uranium ’ s banalization. The tiny lots of 
uranium ore marketed by hopeful Congolese entrepreneurs illustrate how 
context shapes the meaning of licit or illicit trade. 

 RADIOACTIVE RESIDUES 

 In order to control illicit traffic in nuclear things, the UN offers techno-
logical and administrative assistance to states that request help implement-
ing UNSCR 1540. As with all aid, this comes with strings attached. For 
example, assistance contracts might include specific pieces of equipment, 
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such as  “ radiation monitors, purchasable by recipient State after completion 
of activity, subject to valid export licence from Government of the pro-
vider of assistance. ”   41   In other words, states can purchase radiation detec-
tors — under controlled conditions — for the purpose of detecting rogue 
uranium at their borders. In this formulation, nuclear security and radiation 
exposure remain distinct spheres of operation. The tools of visibility remain 
tightly regulated, difficult to access, and geared to the needs of interna-
tional experts. Radiation as evidence of security threat attracts much more 
attention and funding than radiation as cause of ill health. 

 Consider the Democratic Republic of Congo, where rumors of uranium 
trafficking often originate. It was cobalt and copper, not uranium, that 
pulled some 6,000  “ artisanal ”  diggers to the Shinkolobwe site in the late 
1990s.  42   Nevertheless, reports of illicit uranium trafficking and child labor 
began circulating almost immediately. After a fatal mine collapse in 2004, 
the DRC government closed the mine, evacuated and burned the miners ’  
village, and requested international assistance in evaluating the site. A UN 
team spent two weeks there, barely enough time to make a preliminary 
list of problems. Though the team found  “ no large scale environmental 
consequences ”  and  “ no acute radiological risk, ”  it did conclude that 
 “ chronic exposures . . . are expected to have been in excess of the accepted 
international safety limits for radiation workers ”  and that underground 
miners had likely experienced  “ significant dust and radon inhalation. ”   43   

 Mining corporations, violence, poverty, and corruption have a strong 
sway over the DRC — especially in Katanga Province, which holds some 
of the world ’ s richest mineral reserves. Sociologist Marie Mazalto writes 
that  “ the weakness in the capacity of the state to control mining areas 
makes it almost impossible to implement a coherent mining policy, under 
the effective control of its own institutions. ”   44   One study estimates that 
several thousand children worked as diggers in Katanga ’ s copper-cobalt 
deposits in 2006. A US embassy official in Kinshasa reported in 2007 that, 
even though  “ dangerously high levels of radiation ”  had been found at one 
such mine, the operator  “ was suppressing this fact to continue mining 
operations. ”   45   

 In 2009, Congolese and Belgian public health researchers published 
initial findings from their study of human exposure to metals in the 
Katanga region. The results showed high urinary concentrations of metals, 
including uranium, and especially in children.  46   This suggests that the 
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environmental and health consequences of mining were far more signifi-
cant than suspected by the UN team, which had measured levels in places 
rather than in people. But public health researchers must tread carefully. 
As one of them told me, there are powerful interests arrayed in favor of 
mining as usual.    

 The recent experience of Katanga diggers sharply illustrates the tem-
poral revenge of radioactivity. Half a century after Shinkolobwe closed, 
radiation and uranium still contaminate Katanga. Though other issues of 
human security in the region are more immediately pressing, it ’ s worth 
remembering that exposures are significantly more noxious for children 
than for adults. Many diggers may die of other causes before contracting 
radiation-induced disease. For those who survive, however, exposures can 
be a ticking time bomb that may overwhelm the severely strained medical 
facilities. To this day, the Shinkolobwe site has not been remediated. Yet 
the bigger danger may lie elsewhere. Uranium in Katanga is now consid-
ered a mere  “ impurity ”  in cobalt-bearing ore. As thousands of informal 
diggers transport and store that ore, they unwittingly spread radioactive 

 Young diggers resting on sacks of radioactive ore, Democratic Republic of Congo, 
2004. ( ©  UNEP/OCHA Environmental Unit) 
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contamination much farther afield. As in the South African gold mines, 
the conjunction of uranium with other geologically banal minerals readily 
translates into invisible exposures. 

 The situation is not hopeless. New networks of regulation and knowl-
edge production have begun to form. The Forum of Nuclear Regulatory 
Bodies in Africa was launched under IAEA sponsorship in late 2009 with 
a primary goal of coordinating information and resource exchange among 
African regulatory agencies. Its mandate includes both nuclear security and 
occupational health regulation. Led by the Namibian representative, one 
of its working groups is tasked specifically with attending to radiation 
safety in uranium mining and milling. 

 On the NGO end of the spectrum, several organizations have come 
together under the umbrella of the African Uranium Alliance. The AUA 
builds on earlier anti-uranium networks, such as those mentioned in 
chapter 9, but includes many new African NGOs, among them the 
Nig é rien organization Aghir In ’ Man. Focusing on the current African 
uranium boom, the alliance juggles familiar tensions. Although fundamen-
tally anti-nuclear in outlook, it aims to educate those who are desperate 
for work about the possible hazards of mining. It also tries to assist local 
NGOs in gathering knowledge about the health and environmental aspects 
of uranium production. Both the Forum of Nuclear Regulatory Bodies 
in Africa and the African Uranium Alliance seek to bridge communication 
gaps between Francophone and Anglophone Africa. At this writing, it 
remains too early to evaluate their impact.  47   
  
 Struggles over nuclearity permeate our radioactive world. Consider that 
throughout the US hospital patients have absorbed excessive radiation 
doses during CT scans and other diagnostic procedures because technicians 
were unaware that increasing the power of the beam to sharpen an image 
also intensifies radiation to harmful levels. The enthusiasm of hospital 
administrators and diagnostic instrument makers for corporeal visibility 
through radiation thus turned nuclearity into an invisible  “ side effect. ”   48   

 Or take the Mayapuri district of New Delhi, where scrap metal dealers 
were radiologically contaminated by laboratory equipment discarded by 
the University of Delhi. Such equipment could just as easily have come 
from Russia, Canada, Japan, or myriad other places that export their waste 
to India. The governance of radioactive waste depends on classifying some 
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material as nuclear enough to require special treatment, while other mate-
rial remains ordinary enough to be disposed of by  “ conventional ”  means. 
Out there in the messy world, however, one person ’ s trash is another one ’ s 
livelihood, and seemingly ordinary scrap metal can be more lethal than 
vitrified plutonium stored in hermetic casks surrounded by concrete. 

 Out in the messy world, limits on exposures and protocols for circulat-
ing nuclear things help to manage danger. They serve as resources for 
workers seeking better conditions, for regulators or activists hoping to curb 
corporate excesses. They help Interpol agents prevent the smuggling of 
lethal materials. 

 But even the best standards are not, cannot,  should not  be considered 
sufficient to regulate the movements or hazards of nuclear things. It ’ s not 
just that implementation varies by place, or that standards are always rene-
gotiated and revised. It ’ s also that the power of nuclear things depends on 
 both  exceptionalism and banality. 

 As we have seen in Gabon, Namibia, and South Africa, making radia-
tion exposures visible requires not just special instruments and experts but 
also ordinary medical infrastructures and statistics. Making those exposures 
matter politically, socially, and economically requires understanding their 
place in the ordinary ordeals of existence: the daily tribulation of fetching 
water, the need to battle multiple diseases simultaneously, the inaccessibility 
of adequate health care, the fight against corruption, the struggle for politi-
cal recognition. The power of nuclear things operates within the complex 
matrix of these travails. 

 The relative urgency of these needs does not mean that nuclearity can 
remain a  “ first world ”  luxury. The ICRP ’ s ALARA philosophy is often 
seen as a license to use divergences in living standards to justify differences 
in valuing human life. But this interpretation only perpetuates social and 
economic inequalities. In effect, it constitutes a bet that people (especially, 
but not only, African workers) will die of something else before they 
develop cancer or other radiation-induced diseases. It ignores the fact that 
radiation exposure can make the ordinary travails of existence more acute. 
It leaves no room for the possibility of recruiting nuclearity in service of 
better governance. 

 Most African nation-states have more pressing preoccupations than 
radiation exposures or the unregulated circulation of radioactive materials. 
Their problems tax meager state resources even without the added burden 
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of corruption. Major exporters of uranium — Namibia, Niger, and now 
Malawi — count on mining revenues to address these urgent needs. A house 
built of mine tailings might keep out the torrential downpours of Gabon ’ s 
rainy season better than one built of wood. But if buildings that continu-
ally emitted radon were roundly condemned and demolished in Grand 
Junction, Colorado, they should not have counted as adequate shelter in 
Mounana, Haut Ogoou é . The delayed nature of radiation-induced cancer 
should not serve as justification to spend less money on the mechanisms 
and infrastructures of visibility, prevention, or treatment. 

 Fuel, we often hear, contributes only a small amount to the cost of 
nuclear power. As we ’ ve seen, however, uranium prices have not included 
the full costs of health and environmental monitoring. Mining industry 
leaders complained repeatedly that tighter regulatory standards would put 
them out of business, fretted endlessly about government regulation 
impinging on commercial competition. But even the most responsive 
companies (like R ö ssing) can bear only part of the cost of regulation. 
Standards, after all, are effective only when enforced. And enforcement, in 
turn, requires states to develop significant technopolitical capacities, dis-
tributed into agencies and experts, labs and clinics, measuring devices and 
diagnostic tools, national registries and international data. How much 
would electric bills rise in the US or Europe if the price of uranium 
incorporated the full cost of nuclearity in Africa? That calculation remains 
to be run. 

 Nuclearity in one register doesn ’ t easily transpose to another. Geopoliti-
cal nuclearity doesn ’ t automatically translate into occupational nuclearity. 
Yet these domains remain connected. African uranium miners depend on 
the transnational movement of nuclear things, but that movement also 
depends on African miners. Ultimately, nuclear security must be considered 
in tandem with other forms of human security — food and health and 
environmental and political security. 

 The power of nuclear things has a price. 
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